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Abstract:
The main aim of this article is to investigate the foreign exchange exposure in international
transactions and how it affects profitability and the market value of firms.
The present study analyses the transaction cost associated with these transactions which is
part of a more extended research using a questionary sent to multinational companies
included in the Forbes 500.
Results are consistent with other studies supporting the hypothesis that foreign exposure is a
main problem in international business and it must be treated in a unique way by IAS.
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1. Introduction
Foreign exchange exposure is a measure of a firm's profitability, net cash flow,
and market value changing as a result of a change in exchange rates. An important
duty of the financial manager is to measure the effect of foreign exchange
exposure and manage it in such a way as to maximize the profitability, net cash
flow and market value of the firm. When foreign exchange rates change, the
effects on a firm can be measured in several ways. In this study, we shall examine
the transactions kind of foreign exchange exposure and the hedging of that exposure
by US multinational enterprises.
The first half of this paper will analyze the theory of the transactions form of
foreign exchange exposure. The second half of the paper will include a survey sent
to over two hundred multinational companies which were listed in the Forbes 500
top multinational companies. This portion of the paper will include a copy of the
survey itself, the cover letter that explained to the companies CFO what the
purpose of our survey was, and an explanation of our observations from the
responses sent back to us.
2. Transactions Exposure
Transaction exposure refers to gains or losses that can occur from the settlement
of transactions whose terms are stated in foreign currencies. Transactions may
include borrowing or lending funds denominated in foreign currencies, acquiring
assets or incurring liabilities denominated in foreign currencies, purchasing or
selling on credit goods or services the prices o f w h i c h are stated in foreign
currencies, or being a party to an unperformed forward foreign exchange contract.
Transaction exposure is measured by both currency and affiliate companies as
well.
As a practical example of transaction exposure, if a multinational company has a
receivable or payable denominated in a foreign currency and expects the foreign
exchange rate to be at a certain number relative to the home currency on the
payment date (paid out or received in), the transaction exposure would be the risk
that the exchange rate will be different from that which was expected on the
payment date.
So if a United States based company sold goods on an open account to a Nigerian
buyer for 400,000 N, payment to be made in 30 days, and the United States based
company expects to exchange the 400,000 N for 10,000 dollars (exchange rate of
40 N/$US) when payment is received, exposure will occur because of the risk that
the U.S. firm will receive something other than 10,000 dollars after the Nairas are
exchanged for dollars. If the exchange rate would end up at 42 N per U.S. dollar,
then the U.S. seller would receive only 9,524 dollars, which is 426 dollars less
than anticipated. It is important to note that had the United States seller accepted
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payment only in dollars, than the transaction exposure would have shifted to the
Nigerian buyer.
Another example of transaction exposure arises when money is borrowed or
loaned out and the amount involved is denominated in a foreign currency. So if a
U.S. firm borrows 100 million N from a Nigerian bank at a time when 100 million
N are worth 10.13 million dollars, and five years later the loan is due with the cost
of repayment of the principle at 22.32 million dollars, the U.S. company will have
suffered a large transaction loss.
In general, transaction exposure will arise partly from accounts receivable, all
other monetary receivables, and all monetary debt. In addition to the exposed
balance sheet items, there are four off-balance sheet items that create transaction
exposure.
1. Unfilled customer orders at fixed foreign currency prices: They are
accounts receivables which are not yet recorded on the affiliate companies
books and when denominated in a foreign currency, they set up a fixed
amount of such currency to be received at a future date, regardless of the
foreign exchange rate at that time.
2. Purchase commitments at fixed foreign prices: Obligations to purchase
such items as raw materials, components, physical facilities, and energy,
which are denominated in a foreign currency.
3. Contracts to buy foreign exchange forward: Contracts obligating the
affiliate company to deliver at some point in the future, a specific amount
of its home currency and receive a predetermined amount of a foreign
currency at an already established exchange rate. This creates an exposed
position similar to that of an account receivable
4. Contracts to sell foreign exchange forward: The exact opposite of a
contract to buy foreign exchange forward. It creates an exposed position
similar to that of an account payable.
The three most common methods used to offset transaction exposure are forward
market hedging, money market hedging, and options market hedging. However,
many multinational companies will opt not to hedge transaction foreign exchange
exposure.
When using a forward contract to hedge transaction foreign exchange exposure,
the contract is entered into at the time transaction exposure is created (ex. a sale is
made on an open account). Funds to fulfill the contract will be available at the
future date in which the balance in the account receivable is collected and
therefore the forward is said to be "covered" and the miginal sale on account is to
be a "covered transaction". The firm-has therefore eliminated its foreign exchange
risk relative to this transaction.
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When using a money market hedge against transaction exposure, both a contract to
a loan agreement and source of funds to satisfy the loan agreement is set up. A
company looks to use the money market hedge borrows in one currency and
exchanges the proceeds for a different currency. Funds to satisfy the loan
agreement may be generated from business operations in which the money market
hedge is then considered "covered The main difference between a money market
hedge and a forward exchange hedge is that the cost of a money market hedge is
determined by differential interest rates, while the cost of the forward exchange
market hedge is a function of the forward rate quotation.
When using the options market to hedge transaction exposure, a put option can be
purchased in which the company can speculate on the upside potential for
appreciation of, the foreign currency while limiting downside risk to a specific and
known amount. It is also possible to buy a call option on one’s own currency.
Although, the cost of purchasing the option will yield a lower net amount than
that of a money market hedge or a forward exchange market hedge, the upside
potential with an options market hedge is much greater than that of the other two.
Foreign currency options· have a variety of uses. Put options may be used by
construction firms and other exporters when they need to submit a fixed price bid
in a foreign cunency without knowing until some time in the future whether their
bid will be successful. A put option can be used to hedge the foreign exchange
risk either for just the bidding period or for the entire period of potential exposure
if the bid is won. If the bid is rejected, the loss is limited to the cost of the option.
As a side note, if the transaction foreign exchange risk is hedged by a forward
contract and the bid is rejected, the forward contract will have to be either
reversed or eventually fulfilled at an unknown potential loss or gain. The bidder
would essentially have an uncovered forward contract.
3. Analyzing the Data
As previously indicated, a survey of two questions was e-mailed to the Chief
Financial Officers of two hundred United States based Multinational Companies.
The cover letter explained to .them that the purpose of the survey was to see, if and
how they managed their foreign exchange risk. It also explained to them that it was
an academic research paper.
The firms receiving the survey were the two hundred largest Multinational
Companies appearing in the Forbes 500 list. The fact that these corporations had
foreign operations was verified by checking the Directory of American Firms
Operating in Foreign Countries (Columbia University Business Library). The
email indicated that all responses would be anonymous and confidential. A total of
thirty two usable responses were returned for a response rate of sixteen percent.
The response rate for mail questionnaires is usually around twenty-five percent,
but can be even lower.
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Question one asked whether or not the corporation hedged against transactions
foreign exchange exposure:
1. Approximately sixty-four percent of the respondents indicated that
they do in fact hedge transaction foreign exchange exposure.
Question two asked what techniques do the corporations use to hedge transaction
foreign exchange exposure:

1. Approximately fourty-two percent of the companies, who do
in fact hedge transaction foreign exchange exposure, do so
through the use of a money market hedge.
2. All sixty-four percent (100%) of these respondents use
forward foreign exchange hedging against transaction
foreign exchange exposure.
3. Approximately seventy-one of these respondents hedge
transaction foreign exchange exposure through the use of
currency options.
4. Approximately fifteen percent of these respondents hedge
transaction foreign exchange exposure through the diversification
of operations.
5. Approximately twenty-nine percent these respondents
hedge transaction foreign exchange exposure through the
diversification of financing.
6. Approximately fifteen percent of these respondents hedge
transaction foreign exchange exposure through the diversification
of sales.
7. Approximately twenty-nine percent of these respondents
hedge transaction foreign exchange exposure through the
diversification of sourcing.
8. No Futures hedging was reportedly used by any of the
responding companies to hedge against transaction foreign
exchange exposure.
4. Conclusion
This study provides evidence on translation, transaction, and economic foreign
exchange exposures. From these responses, it is possible to make several
conclusions regarding the foreigh exchange risk associated in interrnational
transactions.
This is consistent with previous studies, which have indicated that the majority
of firms seem to have a better understanding of transaction foreign exchange
exposure. In addition, those same studies indicated that coverage against
translation exposure continue to rise relative to the shift to FAS #52.
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